Agenda

REDII Sustainability Criteria: Demonstrating Compliance - 2nd Edition

09 June 2022 | 15:00 – 17:00 CEST

Online – ZOOM

15:00  Welcome
Jean-Marc Jossart - Bioenergy Europe

15:05  Opening statement
Johannes Baur - Deputy Head of Unit, European Commission, DG Energy

15:15  State of play of REDII implementation in the different Member States
Daniel Reinemann - Bioenergy Europe

15:30  Round tables on legislation implementation
In these (parallel) round tables participants will learn more in detail the state of play of the REDII transposition in different member states.

  Round table 1: REDII EU27 implementation overview
  Johannes Baur - European Commission, Daniel Reinemann - Bioenergy Europe

  Round table 2: REDII implementation in Spain
  Pablo Rodero Masdemont - AVEBIOM

  Round table 3: REDII implementation in Poland
  Adam Sarnaszek - Polish Pellet Council

  Round table 4: REDII implementation in Germany
  Thomas Siegmund - SURE

  Round table 5: REDII implementation in Finland
  Hannes Tuohiniitty - Bioenergia Finland

  Round table 6: REDII implementation in Lithuania
  Agné Babelyté - LITBIOMA
16:10 Panel: REDII implementation: ground experience from companies
This panel, moderated by Irene di Padua (Bioenergy Europe), aims to identify the key challenges faced by companies that must comply with the sustainability criteria, as well as possible solutions.

- Utility perspective for woody biomass - Yves Ryckmans, ENGIE
- Utility perspective for agrobiomass - Irene Carrascón Iglesias, Magnon Green Energy
- Voluntary scheme - Thomas Siegmund, SURE
- Voluntary scheme - Nicolas Viart, SBP
- Q&A on challenges in implementation

16:55 Closing remarks
Speaker TBC